Infrastructural Sustainability
Mobility +

Experience
UN Studio has experience designing and realizing a

An informed design is capable of synthesizing existing

UNStudio’s portfolio of bridge designs contains diverse

design solution. The industrial nature of this typology

variety of bridge typologies, from viaducts and pedestrian

routes with new transport links and will be able to respond

approaches to attainable structure, referring to social,

allows for a tectonic expression, articulated joints and

foot bridges to bascule and asymmetrical cable stay

to both local present and future needs. Constructed to

structural and environmental sustainability.

a clear, optimum use of materials for comprehensible

bridges. In each project careful studies are made where

facilitate the orchestration of traffic, the bridge design is

structural, urban and programmatic requirements are

inspired by, and in turn reflects, the individual character of

Sustainabile flows // The imperative when drawing on

combined with architectural expression in order to

the neighbouring area, adding to the narrative of the city.

qualities found in the location of a bridge project is to

Environmental benefits // Sustainable bridge designs

ensure the most convenient and natural flows between

make a positive impact on the environment. Enhancing

develop a distinctive design. As urban infrastructural

reading of its structural principle and method of assembly.

projects, the governing programmatic element that guides

Inherent in their structural scale and design articulation

the connection points. Conditions of the topography

public transport connectivity, providing functional and

the design strategy are the traffic flows that the bridge is

a number of the bridges designed by UN Studio have

and accessibility requirements are carefully integrated,

attractive bicycle and pedestrian connections and creating

to support. These trajectories are examined, their volumes

become distinctive landmarks within their surrounding

allowing for absolute ease of use for users and their

a green landscape design within the infrastructure greatly

defined and their connection to the city grid integrated.

skylines. Functioning as points of recognition and

unimpeded circulation.

reduces C02 consumption on site. The planning and

A systemic integration with the urban fabric is essential for

orientation they have become symbols, icons of the

a successful bridge development.

location in which they operate.

programming must have both a strong organizational
Sustainabile materiality // Close collaboration between

principal as well as the ability to adapt to changing needs,

architect and engineer is essential to ensure an integrated

allowing it to be sustainable over a long period of time.
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London Meander Bridge

Tied Arch Bridge

Sustainability Highlights: Bicycle Ramp Solution, Urban connectivity

The London Meander Bridge is poised
as a solution to many challenges.
Pedestrians ascend and descend along
inviting staircases into a new community

Project Information
Bike / Pedestrian Bridge
Location
London, United Kingdoms

square on the Pimlico side, and a vibrant
new public space on the Nine Elms on
the South Bank side. It will establish an

Client
City of London

active connection between two important

Project Team UNStudio

partners on the Thames, balancing the

Ben van Berkel, Wouter de Jonge with Imola

goal of preservation with that of urban

Bérczi and Milena Stopić, Jay Tsai, Yuxiao He

transformation.

•

One seperate bicycle ramp leads from on
side to the other. Therefore, the cyclists

and Ki Yoon Kil
Scale
Maximum spanning length: 150m
Height: 45m

can ride over the bridge without “walking”
their bikes. Due to the fact of seperating

Status

the predestrian from the bicycle track, the

Design Entry for the NEP Bridge Competition

traffic safety is enhanced.
•

The urban connection intervenes softly in
the historic Pimlico Garden and creates
the possibility for a new community space
at the Nine Elms.

- Infrastructural Sustainability
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Neue Donaubruecke Linz Bridge

Tied Arch Bridge

Sustainability Highlights: Intelligent Light Control, Traffic Safety

The bridge acts as an inner-city
communication space. The new bridge
over the Danube serves as an important
urban connection between Urfahr and the

Project Information
tram/ pedestrian/ bicycle bridge
Location
Linz, Austria

center of Linz.
In addition to determining the connection

Client
City of Linz

and gain the roads, the bridgeheads and
the connection in the immediate vicinity
of the bridge play an important role.

In this area of the Danube river the bridge
can act as a stand-alone station and

Project Team UNStudio
Ben van Berkel, Astrid Piber with Arjan Dingsté,
Ger Gijzen and Martin Zangerl, Sontaya
Bluangtook, Shuang Zhang, Dana Behrman

Scale
Total length: 393m

destination in the structure of the existing

Maximum span lenght: 123m

activity centers such as Lentos , Bruckner

Height: 17m

House, Sculpture Park, Football and fun
park are in close distance.

Width 36,5m
Status
Competition Entry

•

The Intelligent Light Control solution
adapts during the daytime. Furthermore,
architectual lighting are only installated at
places of the necessary roadway lighting.

•

Fast and slow traffic are seperated from
each other to achieve a higher traffic
safety.

15

Sustainability Concepts

Lock Island Bridges

Beam Bridge

Sustainability Highlights: Modular Facade Panel Rationalization, Climate Bridge,
Divided Circulation

The lock island bridges are part of a
series of bridges crossing the Arabian
Canal within the master plan for area 01.

Project Information
3 Arch Bridges with 2 circulation divided
vertically

All bridges differ in span, width, use and

Location

landing conditions, altogether creating

Dubai, UAE

a variety of the Lock Island Bridges
enriching the experience of the Arabian

Client
Limitless LLC

Canal from the water and the edges.
Contribution UNStudio

•

The designed modular tellis provides a
subtle way of shading; on the lower part

Ben van Berkel, Astrid Piber with René Wysk,

as a directional tool for way finding; in a

Luis Etchegorry and Ger Gijzen, Cynthia

three-dimensional system the elements

Markhoff, Cristina Bolis, Marina Bozukova,

The small distance to the water allows
a cooling on the lower deck as a micro-

•

Project Team UNStudio

of the bridge the elements are deployed

are used as structural basis for the bridge.
•

Concept Design

Marcin Koltunski, Peter Moerland
Structural Engineer: Schlaich Bergermann
und Partner - Structural Consulting Engineers.

climate bridge.

Model: Patrick Noome, UNStudio

The traffic flows are separated into the

Materialise, LeuvenRenders and

functional traffic of vehicles and fast
bicycles on the upper bridge deck, while
the pedestrians and recreational bicycles
use the lower bridge deck, which is then

Visualizations: UNStudio and Rendertaxi,
Aachen
Status
Design

shaded by the upper one.

- Infrastructural Sustainability
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Pasarela de la Ballena // Footbridge Las Palmas

Beam Bridge

Sustainability Highlights: Landscape Bridge, Living Bridge Concept

The footbridge spans a bypass which
connects two densely populated quarters:
the historical town of Las Palmas and
a newer suburb. The bridge design

Project Information
Footbridge with facilities
Location
Gran Canaria, Spain

integrates infrastructure, landscape
and recreational facilities. Spanning 93
meters, the bridge incorporates existing

Client
Municipality of Las Palmas de Gran Canaria

pedestrian and cyclist lanes on three

Contribution UNStudio

levels. The exterior of the structure is

Design

cladded with perforated metal sheets,
the interior features wood for the ‘slow’

Scale
Building area: 2.500 m2

lanes and a combination of concrete and
perforated steel for the ‘fast lanes’.

Project Team UNStudio
Ben van Berkel with Alicia Velázquez, Daniel

•

•

The landscape bridge proposal is

Borruey, Olga Vázquez, Astrid Piber, Igor
Kebel, Cynthia Markhoff, Andrew Benn, Colette

designed to provide a fitting background

Parras, Santiago H. Matos, Fabián Hernández,

for the Pedestrian Bridge. It furthermore

Tiago Nunes, Cristina Bolis, Khoi Tran

provides a recreational park for the local

Structure engineering: Arup London Charles

population.

Walker, James Fleming, Martin Self

The living bridge concept combines
infrastructure with a building. The
beginning boulevard changes into a
galleria and then back again.

Infrastructure: Arup London, David Johnston
Cost estimate: Arup London: Strachan
Mitchell Arup Madrid: Richard Bickers
Landscape architect: Lodewijk Baljon
Landschapsarchitecten Lodewijk Baljon, Uta
Krause
Programme feasibility: Jose Miguel Iribas,
Pablo Vaggione
Status
Design

- Infrastructural Sustainability
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Ecological Feature
Living Bridge program
The bridge is a hybrid, combing
infrastructure and building; the
crossing is conceived as a boulevard
that turns into a galleria and back
again, being partly enclosed and
partly open. When contemplating
possible functions inside the
pedestrian bridge we need to consider
aspects of construction, sustainability,
safety and maintenance. If we wish to
minimize the potential risks pertaining
to all those aspects, we would
recommend that the crossing itself is
kept lightweight, clean and simple and
the recreational facilities are clustered
around the two landings.

Circulation Separation

Erasmus Bridge

Cable Stayed Bridge

Sustainability Highlights: Structural Efficiency, New tech construction, Culture Making

The Erasmus Bridge is the product
of an integrated design approach.
Construction, urbanism, infrastructure

Project information
Single pylon bridge
Architectural design of bascule bridge;
Spido grand café, multi functional space;

and public functions are given shape

Spido office, parking (for 330 cars);

in one comprehensive gesture.

Willemsplein (new design for existing

Nevertheless, during preliminary and

square).

definitive design phases, the design was

Location

continuously refined, although its main

Crossing the river Maas, Rotterdam

outlines and features were constant.

Client
Ontwikkelingsbedrijf

•

The five differently shaped, concrete piers,
the railings, the landings, the details of
fixtures and joints, and the maintenance

Ben van Berkel with Freek Loos, Hans
Cromjongh and Ger Gijzen, Willemijn Lofvers,

equipment were all integrally designed

Sibo de Man, Gerard Nijenhuis, Manon

with new techniques in construction.

Patinama, John Rebel, Ernst van Rijn, Hugo

This includes for instance extensive use
of cutting pieces directly from the CAD
drawing.
•

Project Team UNStudio

The Erasmus Bridge has become a
distinctive cultural landmark within the city
and has picked up the nickname “The
Swan” showing a local appreciation of the

Schuurman, Caspar Smeets, Paul Toornend,
Jan Willem Walraad, Dick Wetzels, Karel
Vollers
Engineering: Ingenieursbureau
Gemeentewerken Rotterdam, Rotterdam
Contractor steel works: Grootint, Dordrecht
Contractor concrete works: MBG/CFE,
Brussel/Antwerpen
Scale

design aesthetics, from the people who

Total length bridge: 802 m

matter most.

Top Pylon bridge: 139 m
Surface 50.000 m²
Status
Realized 1996
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Waldschlösschen Bridge

Truss Bridge

Sustainability Highlights: Landscape Integration

The main challenge of the design for the

Project information

Waldschlösschen bridge in Dresden is to

Landscape bridge for vehicular, bike and

create an infrastructural connection that

pedestrian traffic

spans a length of 800 meters, crossing

Location

the widest parts of the Elb flood plain.

Dresden, Germany

The bridge is designed as an integral part
of this landscape. From the banks of the

Client
City of Dresden

surrounding area, wide transitions taper
to establish an interconnecting network
for the continuous flows of the diverse
users.

Contribution UNStudio
Competition design
Project Team UNStudio
Ben van Berkel, Caroline Bos, Astrid Piber

•

The bridge connects both banks with a
gentle slope landscape deck and opens
up as a green network.

with Ger Gijzen, Mirko Bergmann and Hamit
Kaplan, Rene Wysk, Margherita Del Grosso,
Altan Arslanoglu, Simon Kortemeier, Juergen
Heinzel
Advisors
Structural engineers: B + G Ingenieure
Bollinger und Grohmann GmbH
Scale
Length of bridge: Total 750m
Main span 150m
Width: Variable, between 20m and 45m
Height: Max. 18m
Status
Competition Entry
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